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Updated: Text changed

You can download each plan by clicking the the right button then > select
save link as.

What do you think of the proposed digital format? Tell us what you think by
emailing planning@marinemanagement.org.uk

These documents were the first outputs of marine planning in the north east,
north west, south east and south west marine plan areas (iteration 1). They
followed on from the Call for Issues with Supporting Evidence (July 2016).

They provided an example of a more digital and interactive approach to marine
planning, and help explain how the issues are being taken forward for these
marine plan areas.

The first outputs of the marine planning process for the north east, north
west, south east and south west marine plan areas were presented at Iteration
1 which ran between 3 February 2017 and 31 March 2017. Some of the content of
this engagement has now been removed from these pages and the Marine
Information System.

Press release: Multi-million pound
cash boost to help create local jobs
and growth

Communities Secretary Sajid Javid today (2 February 2017) announced the
latest instalment from a £1.8 billion dedicated Local Growth Fund to help
create jobs, support businesses and encourage growth.

Today, Mr Javid announced £492 million for 8 local enterprise partnerships
across London, the South East, and a further £150 million for the East of
England.
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This investment could see 237,000 jobs created, 119,000 homes built and
attract over £4.7 billion investment. It comes on top of the £2.2 billion of
growth funding already awarded.

In line with the government’s modern Industrial Strategy, this funding will
help build on the UK’s strengths and spread growth more evenly across the
country.

Communities Secretary Sajid Javid said:

As part of efforts to deliver an economy that works for everyone,
the government is equipping local people with the resources they
need to boost growth in their area.

This new money will give businesses across the region the support
and opportunities they need to achieve their potential. This is on
top of the £2.2 billion we have already awarded.

Minister for London Gavin Barwell said:

London is recognised the world over as an economic powerhouse and
we’re determined to see it go from strength-to-strength.

Today’s £141 million funding for the capital will help deliver as
many as 5,400 homes over the next 5 years, support projects to
improve the environment at the heart of the city and help young
Londoners learn a wide range of new skills.

Local Growth Minister Andrew Percy said:

From Brighton to the Norfolk Broads today’s investment will support
the delivery of new homes and jobs right across the South East and
East of England.

These growth deals are a crucial part of our efforts to create an
economy that works for everyone, and will ensure every region of
the country has the chance to realise its full potential.

Creating an economy that works for everyone
The £12 billion Local Growth Fund provides local leaders with the cash they
need to support locally determined projects. Under the fund, England’s 38
local enterprise partnerships – made up of council leaders and business
representatives – bid for investments based on local priorities.

Bids are highly competitive and – to be successful – local enterprise
partnerships need to work with partners to agree strong and accountable
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governance and put forward proposals that boost growth and bring in private
sector funding.

£7.3 billion of the £12 billion Local Growth Fund has already been allocated
to more than 900 projects across England – helping to build vital
infrastructure, improve skills and create thousands of jobs. The remainder of
the funding has been invested in projects such as improving transport
networks and building new homes.

Across London, the South East and the East of England, this has already:

invested £102 million in 20 projects across London’s further education
sector, which are projected to provide support to over 120,000 students
and deliver nearly 17,000 apprenticeships
contributed £4.5 million into the Oxfordshire Centre for Technology and
Innovation to boost local skills in across engineering and emerging
technologies
funded improvements to the A2300 Burgess Hill Link Road relieving
congestion and unlocking up to 3,000 new homes and 5,000 jobs
put the UK at the forefront of next generation mobile communication
development by supporting the establishment of the 5G Innovation Centre
at the University of Surrey
started the creation of the world-first International Aviation Academy –
Norwich, which will deliver training in all aspects of aviation
engineering

Now this latest allocation of £1.8 billion government investment – including
£492 million in London and the South East and £150 million in the East of
England – will help do even more to benefit the lives of local people across
the country. New projects include:

Air Quality Programme – improving London’s air quality through a
commercial boiler scrappage scheme and further grant support to
businesses to implement measures to reduce pollution from their
operations
creating a Bio-Innovation Centre, a business incubator for new life-
science projects, part of a new Life Sciences building at the University
of Sussex
developing a Technical and Professional Skills Centre at Stansted
Airport helping to create or safeguard an estimated 540 jobs and support
530 students in aircraft engineering.
building the Stoke Mandeville Relief Road as part of the Aylesbury Ring
Road development – the new route will connect and enable development of
major new housing and employment locations to the south of Aylesbury
£15 million to establish an Innovation and Productivity Fund in the New
Anglia LEP to provide capital investment to use technology to boost
productivity in local businesses

Of the funding awarded today, £492 million will be awarded to the 8 local
enterprise partnerships in London and the South East and £150 million will go
to the 3 local enterprise partnerships in the East of England.



This comes on top of the £556 million allocated to local enterprise
partnerships in the Northern Powerhouse last week – with allocations to the
Midlands due very shortly.

Further information
Today the government has announced the Local Growth Fund 3 allocations.

The 8 local enterprise partnerships in the London and the South East have
been awarded:

Local Enterprise Partnership Funding awarded
Buckinghamshire Thames Valley £20.48 million
Coast to Capital £66.06 million
Enterprise M3 £71.12 million
London £141.28 million
Oxfordshire £24.16 million
Solent £31.02 million
South East £102.65 million
Thames Valley Berkshire £35.56 million

The 3 local enterprise partnerships in the East of England have been awarded:

Local Enterprise Partnership Funding awarded
Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough £37.62 million
Hertfordshire £43.95 million
New Anglia £69.06 million

Speech: Coping with Russia

I’m delighted to be here tonight to accept Sir Hew’s invitation to return to
my alma mater and speak on the topic of Russian Resurgence.

I’m sure it would make Professor Christian, who led the Russian department in
my day, proud to see it ranked first in the UK for Teaching, Quality, and
Experience. It forms a principal plank in the bridge between British and
Russian academia. Scholarship, culture and history have always brought
Britain and Russia together.

In recent times we’ve seen renewed interest in Russian scientific and
artistic achievement. Last year saw the Cosmonaut exhibition at the Science
Museum. This year the Royal Academy focuses on Russian art.

However, you’ll be relieved to hear that I’m not about to launch into a
lengthy discourse on Russia’s artistic renaissance. Rather my focus is
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Russia’s military resurgence – our response to which is a key factor in the
formulation of our defence policy.

Resurgence isn’t really the issue. Every nation has the right to compete on
the global stage. The danger comes when that behaviour becomes aggressive.

President Trump has spoken about the need for engagement with Russia – he’s
right.

Great nations like the US and Russia will talk. Indeed, they must talk to
preserve the rules based international system underpinning our security and
prosperity. The UK too needs to engage with Russia, including military to
military.

Yet President Trump is a realist. He knows engagement is an equation of risk
versus reward with the outcome decided by a nation’s deeds not its words.

So this evening I hope to offer a sober assessment of Russia’s recent
actions, our response as a leading member of NATO, and the prospects for the
future.

CLEAR-EYED ASSESSMENT

Let me begin with Russian behaviour.

We are all familiar with its principal theatres of involvement – Ukraine and
Syria.

I was in Ukraine two weeks ago and, as this month marks three years on from
the events leading to Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea, it’s instructive
to reflect on what’s happened since.

In February 2014, President Yanukovych fled Ukraine in the wake of
the Euromaidan protests.

The Ukrainian Rada elected an interim president and prepared for fresh
presidential elections – won, in May 2014, by Petro Poroshenko.

But Russia did not allow Ukraine to decide its own destiny like any other
sovereign country.

Instead, under the guise of ambiguous and deniable instruments it annexed
Crimea.

Similarly deniable tactics were tried in the Donbas before it was forced to
resort to sponsoring militias and deploying conventional forces.

A nadir was reached in June 2014 – two days after I became Defence Secretary
– when MH-17 was shot down killing, 283 passengers, ten of them British.

Yet despite an inquiry showing that the plane was shot down by a Russian
provided missile, Russia denied it and continues to do so.



Since then, in the Donbas, almost 10,000 people have been killed and nearly
1.5 million displaced. Despite the Minsk Agreements and successive
ceasefires, the conflict not only continues, but also intenifies.   Ordinary
people suffer as the ceasefire is violated every day while Russian land mines
and artillery take their toll. In January the US Mission to the Organisation
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) mission identified over 238
weapons in separatist-held Miusynsk, including over 40 multiple launch
rocket systems.

So to Russia’s second theatre – Syria. Its intervention in September 2015 was
not to target Daesh terrorists but to shore up the ailing Assad regime –
demonstrated by 80 per cent of its air strikes being conducted against non-
Daesh targets.

Since then Russia has targeted the Syrian opposition in Aleppo with little
regard for innocent lives.

Yet Russian efforts have not been confined to Syria and Ukraine, nor limited
to military means. Russia’s doctrine advocates co-ordinating multiple
instruments – military and non-military – as part of a hybrid approach.

Snap exercises

A favoured technique is the use of “no-notice” exercises, often of very large
formations.

OSCE rules state that when the number of troops equals or exceeds 13,000 they
are subject to notification and observation.

But Russia has managed to avoid tripping the 13,000 threshold for a mandatory
observation since the dissolution of the Soviet Union despite annually
boasting of exercises more than a hundred thousand strong. In 2016, the
Kremlin said 12,500 troops were to be involved in its summer exercise (called
KAVKAZ). Later Russia bragged that ten times as many took part. 

Critically, these snap exercises are frequently held near international
borders with every intent to intimidate.

Hybrid

Another feature of Russian activity is the elevation of what Churchill called
the “terminological inexactitude”, to an art form.

There is a special Russian word for this….. Not “maskirovka”…the old
deception perpetrated by its intelligence agencies…but “vranyo” where the
listener knows the speaker is lying, and the speaker knows the listener knows
he is lying, but keeps lying anyway.

Last year we saw Russia dismissing the Dutch forensic report into MH-17.
Having first denied the plane was shot down – it used third parties to blame
Ukrainian air-to-air missiles or US drone strikes.

Meanwhile Russia labelled the independent inquiry into the murder of



Alexander Litvinenko in London – which found Russia responsible – a “theatre
of the absurd”.

The Swedish Institute of Strategic Studies revealed Russia’s use of a “wide
array of active measures” – including fake news – designed to “frame NATO as
an aggressor and military threat, the EU as in terminal decline, and Russia
as under siege from hostile Western governments.”

In his year of exile 43 years ago Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn wrote “In our
country the daily lie is not the whim of corrupt nature, but a mode of
existence.”

Today we see a country that in weaponising misinformation has created what we
might now see as the post-truth age.

Cyber attacks

Finally, there is the use of cyber weaponry to disrupt critical
infrastructure and disable democratic machinery.

France knows this. In April 2015 TV5Monde was taken off air by a group
calling itself the Cyber Caliphate. French investigators suggested
the Kremlin was behind the cyber-attack.

Months later Germany was targeted too. Its lower house of parliament’s
network was shut down by a hacker group the Federal Office for the Protection
of the Constitution (BfV) said was “steered by the Russian state.”

What is concerning is that in 2016 we saw a step change in Russian behaviour.

In April, the Dutch referendum was targeted. A Washington Post journalist
noted, “Many of the no campaign’s themes, headlines and even photographs were
lifted directly from Russia Today and Sputnik.”

In October, Bulgaria was subject to what President Plevneliev called “the
most heaviest and intense cyber attack…conducted in south-east Europe…an
attack on Bulgarian democracy…conducted with a high probability from Russia.”

The Office of the Director of National Intelligence found that Russia
targeted the US Presidential election and that its “intelligence services
conducted cyber operations against targets associated with the 2016 US
presidential election, including targets associated with both major US
political parties.”

And Russia involved itself in Montenegro’s sovereign affairs. On 16 October,
Parliamentary elections were held but overshadowed by the arrest of 20
Serbian nationals – accused of planning attacks on state institutions. The
Montengrin investigation showed the attempted coup was organised by two
Russian ‘nationalists’. Montenegro has never been considered part of Russia’s
near-abroad. It is, however, about to become a NATO member.

Meanwhile, the Head of the German BfV intelligence agency warned the Kremlin
is “seeking to influence public opinion and decision-making processes” ahead



of this year’s German elections.

RUSSIA TESTING THE ALLIANCE
What should we make of this persistent behaviour?

Russia is clearly testing NATO and the West.

It is seeking to expand its sphere of influence, destabilise countries, and
weaken the Alliance. It is undermining national security for many allies and
the international rules-based system.

Therefore it is in our interest and Europe’s to keep NATO strong and to deter
and dissuade Russia from this course.

It hopes to stay below the threshold for response.

But we must be clear-eyed in exposing its actions and calling on all NATO
members to recommit to strengthening our collective defence.

It’s vital we demonstrate NATO is as essential to peace now as it was then.
President Trump is 100% backing NATO and Europe needs show that it does too.
19 of the 28 EU member states don’t spend 1.5% of GDP on defence; five (and
by no means the poorest five) don’t spend 1%. After we leave, EU counties
will pay only 20% of NATO’s bills.

So he is right to challenge NATO to raise its game. All members need to step
up to ensure NATO fulfils its role as the cornerstone of the West’s defence
as effectively as possible.

That means, not five, but all members making a step change by meeting the 2
per cent commitment. We’re doing that, others need to too.

It means supporting reform to make NATO more agile, resilient, and better
configured to operate in the contemporary environment including against
hybrid and cyber attacks.

Cyber defence is now part of NATO’s core task. NATO must defend itself as
effectively in the cyber sphere as it does in the air, on land, and at sea.
So adversaries know there is a price to pay if they use cyber weapons.

Alliance members are strengthening their capability, collectively and
individual, to resist any form of attack. The UK is playing its part by
almost doubling our investment on defensive and offensive cyber capability to
£1.9 billion.

Above all it means accepting that we need to commit our forces to defend
other nations. Public support for NATO requires political leadership; it
places a duty on us to keep making the case for the Alliance and to keep
explaining its obligations.

Multinational institutions need commitment, reform and leadership to command
loyalty.



Ultimately Britain’s national security rests on NATO’s security.

That is why I deplore the Leader of the Opposition’s failure to support the
deployment of British troops to Estonia and Poland – and Article 5.

By contrast, the government is responding in three ways to the testing of
NATO and the challenge to the international order:

1. NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL

First, by showing that Russia’s actions cannot be regarded as business as
usual.

Our hope was to have a partnership with Russia that recognised nations’
pursuit of their self-interest within the framework of the rules-based
international order. But Russia has chosen to become a strategic competitor
of the West.

So realism must be our watchword, with guarded engagement. As the Prime
Minister put it in Philadelphia – “engage but beware.”

There is nothing inevitable about a retreat to the days of the Cold War.

Russia can take a different approach

But, as the new US Defense Secretary, Jim Mattis, said: “I’m all for
engagement, but we also have to recognize reality in what Russia is up to.”

Part of our response is for NATO and the West to do more to tackle the false
reality promoted through Soviet-style misinformation. Whatever else we do on
deterrence and dialogue we must counter Putin’s Pravda with a faster truth.

A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is putting its
boots on.

We need to call out messengers like RT and Sputnik. In 2015 Ofcom sanctioned
RT for broadcasting content “either materially misleading or not duly
impartial” regarding Syria and Ukraine. It is beyond irony that one of those
programmes was called “Truthseeker”.

2. REINFORCING DETERRENCE

Second, we are reinforcing our deterrence.

Deterrence is often associated with nuclear weapons. But it applies across
the spectrum from peace to war. It’s about ensuring that any potential
adversary recognises that any benefits they may seek to gain by aggression
will be outweighed by the consequences for them of its actions.

The United States and the European Union imposed sanctions following Russia’s
action in Ukraine. They have weakened the Russian economy. This is the price
it pays for its actions and by making that link it will deter them from
similar actions in the future. Those sanctions remain in place today.



At the same time, NATO has responded to Russia’s behaviour with unity and
resolve – with Britain having a leading role.

Following the Wales Summit in September 2014 the Alliance established its
Very High Readiness Joint Taskforce – which the UK leads this year – to react
in short order to security challenges.

At the Warsaw Summit in July 2016, NATO agreed to establish an Enhanced
Forward Presence in Eastern Europe.

British troops will soon deploy to Estonia and Poland as part of that
presence.

No one, save Sputnik, could pretend these measures are anything other than
proportionate and defensive – Britain’s contribution is 950 troops.

But where we deploy battalions, Russia deploys whole divisions…tens of
thousands of troops.

Whereas their deployments seem designed to intimidate, ours are designed to
reassure allies – especially those most threatened by Russian behaviour. They
show that we stand by our partners and reaffirm that an attack against one
NATO member would be considered an attack against all.

We also support greater cooperation between NATO and the EU to ensure we can
deter coordinated hybrid attack using military and non-military levers.

Have these measures constrained Russian activity?

We can’t prove a negative. But many feared Russia would push further into
central and southern Ukraine.

So let’s not rule out the possibility that overwhelming international
condemnation, sanctions, and above all the bravery Ukrainians, gave the
Kremlin pause for thought and dissuaded it from embarking on a wider
conventional war.

3. DIALOGUE

My final point, something both President Trump and his new Secretary of State
understand, is that deterrence and dialogue go hand in hand.

So we’ve kept our channels of communication open. This year marks the NATO
Russia Council’s 15th anniversary. Communication remains vital since, as our
experience during the Cold War taught us, understanding is crucial even when
trust seems in short supply.

We need to understand Russia better, and vice versa, because the risk of
miscalculation is real.

December saw the passing of Thomas Schelling, noble prize winner…who devised
the hotline between the White House and the Kremlin during the Cold War.



He understood that, while nations will always disagree on some subjects, to
hold dialogue hostage would be folly since its value lies not just in
preventing miscalculation, not just in stopping the ignorance and isolation
but in opening up fresh opportunities.

Earlier I spoke about the future prospects for Russia/UK relations.

They are not as bleak as painted.

We had shared interests with the Iran nuclear deal.

Even in Syria where we disagree on so much we are deconflicting flights in a
highly congested airspace.

And we have common regional and global concerns such as in Afghanistan,
Islamist terror, and we all stand to gain by limiting weapons proliferation.

As a student here in the 70s, during the Cold War, I believed the Soviet
Union would never change. Fifteen years later it did. It came about through
the steadfast refusal of President Reagan and Margaret Thatcher to go along
with the prevailing orthodoxy of quiet appeasement. It came too from the
resilience of ordinary people, carrying messages beyond the Iron Curtain and
linking hands across the Berlin Wall.

Last year our nations remembered our great Arctic convoys coming to Russia’s
aid in its hour of need and turning the tide of war.

Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night and Tempest were performed by the Pushkin Drama
Theatre in Moscow.

And Tim Peake shared a tiny capsule a Russian cosmonaut and US astronaut.

These interactions offer some hope for the future.

If the opportunities are out there to improve engagement Britain will do so –
from a position of strength.

We accept that Russia with its vast geo-strategic span, like any major power,
has legitimate interests

But we cannot accept the trading away of our interests and values or the
continued violation of Ukraine’s territorial integrity and interference with
the freedoms enjoyed by Eastern Europe.

Instead of weakening global stability, it’s time to strengthen the security
architecture that guarantees the international rules based system.

And above all we must not accept as any kind of new normal Russia’s
propaganda, whether overt or covert; its easy disregard for hard facts and
numbers; or its blatant distortions and evasions.

On the contrary, we must continue calling Russia out on its activities,
judging it on its deeds rather than words. As Bulgakov warned us: “The tongue



may hide the truth but they eyes – never.”

CONCLUSION
So there you have it. A clear eyed assessment of Russian behaviour.

We’ve seen a persistent pattern of behaviour that is becoming more
pronounced.

We hope that Russia changes tack. That it abides by the Minsk agreements,
curbs the reckless military activity, and ditches the misinformation.

If it does, then there is the potential for a better relationship.

Russia could again become the partner the West always wished for. We could
dare to hope that, to quote Bulgakov again, “everything will turn out right,
the world is built like that.”

News story: Royal Marines Future
“Secure” in Scotland

From:
First published:

2 February 2017

The Defence Secretary said today that the future of the Royal Marines in
Scotland is secure.

Sir Michael’s announcement came as he watched a battle demonstration at
Arbroath as 45 Commando begin training to play a lead role in NATO’s Very
High Readiness Group from 2018. This will see them working and training with
allies, and place them at the forefront of an international emergency should
any arise.

Defence Secretary, Sir Michael Fallon said:

Our Royal Marines are at the heart of Britain’s global role as we
do more to support our NATO allies. Their future in Scotland is
secure, with those based at Arbroath deployed on ships all around
the world as well as working with our European partners to tackle
illegal immigration in the Mediterranean, which helps save lives
and keep our United Kingdom safer and more secure.
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On the visit, Sir Michael Fallon awarded two Royal Navy ranks serving with 45
Commando their Long Service and Good Conduct Medals (LSGC). Petty Officer
(Chef) Ian Dixon and Petty Officer (Medical Assistant) Jamie Jackson received
their medals in recognition of having maintained perfect military records for
15 years. The men are originally from Lancashire and Derbyshire.

Earlier this month 45 Commando led 400 of their fellow commandos from the
Royal Marines’ three main fighting units into the snow and sub-zero
temperatures of the Scottish Highlands as they honed winter warfare skills
ahead of deploying to northern Norway. In Scandinavia, the Marines can expect
temperatures as low as -30˚C, much colder than the -12˚C experiences on the
slopes of the Highlands.

The other Royal Marine presence in Scotland is 43 Commando who are based at
Her Majesty’s Naval Base (HMNB) Clyde where they protect the UK’s independent
nuclear deterrent. Both units are part of the Royal Navy’s elite amphibious
infantry who are ready to deploy at short notice both at home and overseas.

45 Commando

In addition to 650 commandos, 45 Commando employs 30 MOD civilians.

The unit moved to Arbroath and RM Condor in 1971 after spending much of
the 1950s and 60s deployed.

Their 1982 Falklands Campaign saw major action with the capture of Two
Sisters Mountain, which shaped modern Commando, mountain and cold
weather warfare.

The Unit deployed to Iraq in 2003 on Operation TELIC 1, and to
Afghanistan on various Operation HERRICK deployments in 2006, 2008, 2011
in Sangin, Nad Ali and Helmand Province.

Defence Budget

The UK is investing £178bn in a decade long equipment programme.

The UK Defence budget has a “double lock” which ensures that it will
rise every year by at least 0.5% annually, above inflation and always
exceed 2% of GDP.

UK

The UK Government is firmly committed to the future of Defence in
Scotland and its continued vital role in Defence.



Scotland is home to military bases that provide essential capabilities
for the Defence of the UK as a whole.

By 2020, Scotland will be home to all of the Royal Navy’s submarines,
one of the Army’s engagement and resilience Infantry Brigades, one of
three RAF fast jet main operating bases and new P8 Poseidon Maritime
Patrol Aircraft.

News story: Changes to licensing
public register bring greater
transparency

From the end of February 2017 the Marine Management Organisation will
routinely publish information and documents it receives from advisors,
organisations and the wider public in response to marine licence
consultations.

The MMO is writing to the affected organisations which provide advice and
comment on marine licence applications to explain the development in greater
detail and public notices will be amended to make clear to those wishing to
make a representation that their comments will be published.

Why additional information is being published
The MMO is not legally required to proactively publish the additional
information but is doing so as part of its commitment to openness and
transparent decision-making. It already uses the selected cases section of
its website to release information where cases are of significant public
interest, or when details have been requested under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 (FOIA) and/or the Environmental Information Regulations
2004 (EIRs).

This new approach is also in line with the actions of local planning
authorities in relation to land-based developments.

The public register of marine licence applications
Where people or organisations want to carry out development in the marine
area they may need prior permission from the Marine Management Organisation
under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. Such activities may include
construction, dredging, deposits or removal. This consent is referred to as a
marine licence.
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The online public register holds details of marine licence applications and
relevant documents. It also lists marine licence applications which are open
for public consultation.

https://www.gov.uk/check-marine-licence-register

